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Teachers: Challenge your grades 1–3 students to come up with their own zany food-and-animal hybrid! 
Encourage them to sketch and measure a Foodimal creation, and to also describe it in words.

See below for fun Foodimal characters featured in the Measure Up! math-skills program at scholastic.com/
measureup. These Foodimals can be seen in Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs 2, the new animated 
comedy coming to theaters September 27.

BANANOSTRICH is a yellow banana 
with ostrich legs added.

CARROT is organic, orange,  
and observant. He doesn’t  

have much to say!

 FRUIT COCKATIEL is an exotic bird 
with a pear body, pineapple-cherry 
eyes, and banana-peel feathers.

BARRY is a shy, young strawberry that 
befriends Flint and his friends upon 

their arrival on the transformed island of 
Swallow Falls. He’s a sweet little guy! CUCUMBIRDY is a flying cucumber.

HIPPOTATOMUS is a potato with  
a butter tongue and chive teeth that 

lives in the river.

CANTALOPE is an antelope made out 
of a cantaloupe.

FLAMANGO is a mango turned into 
part bird. She is originally from the 

Everglades in Florida.
KIWI BIRD is a green kiwi fruit that has 

changed into a bird.
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LEEK is the living leek vegetable,  
rich in iron and grown from a bulb… 

but harmful to boats!

PICKLES are a friendly tribe of living salty cucumbers. They come in all  
different sizes and personalities, including Classy, Sweet, Dill, and Sour.  

Sweet has a pet onion named Pearl.

MEATBALRUS is a meatball  
with breadstick tusks and thin  

pasta whiskers.

SASQUASH is the legendary  
mountain-dwelling creature created 

from…squash.
WATERMELOPHANT is a combination 

of an elephant and a watermelon.

MOSQUITOAST is made up of browned 
bread slices with raisin eyes and a 

cinnamon stick beak.
TOMATO is simply a tomato  

come to life.
WILD SCALLION is a gentle vegetarian 

giant made of long green onions.
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